Abstract: By presenting new evidence on gold coin finds, this paper is discussing the possibility that the Roman metropolis of Carnuntum -a 10 sqkm archaeological site -may be one of the highest providers of the single gold coin finds among the Roman sites.
O ne of the benefits to create, nowadays, large digital databases was the possibility to organise the inventory of large museum collections.
This was the case for the coin collection of the Archaeological Park Carnuntum (Austria) that host at the moment one of the largest collections of ancient coins found within site, circa 100,000 pieces.
During the process of inserting the numismatic data in the Technical Museum System (TMS) application we noticed the high number of gold coins kept in this collection, 148 pieces.
Following a convergent approach between the Archaeological Park Carnuntum and private collectors, a book dedicated to gold finds found within the area of Carnuntum was published in 2014.
1
Two hundred and two gold coins, covering a chronological segment of 1,500 years, from the Celts to mid-15 th century AD, were fully illustrated and described. By far, the largest number is offered, as one expects for a Roman metropolis such was Carnuntum (see maps 1 and 2), 148 coins starting with Caesar and ending, conventionally, with the coin of Theodosius II issued in AD 425-429. 2 Certainly, such a large number of gold coins from one site onlyalthough the Roman site spread on 10 sqkm -may raise some suspicions on the findspots. We cannot totally exclude the hypothesis that one or more gold hoards may have been dispersed among locals. Secondly, shall we question the credibility of the statements of the private collectors? In the second case, the acquisitions of private collections from the finders themselves or their heirs reveal the presence of old labels or diaries/agendas mentioning the findspots.
The present paper is presenting three new cases of single gold coin finds coming from private sources (collection and acquisitions), in which the findspot is precisely mentioned but for obvious reason we mention just the site, Carnuntum. Certainly, the presentation of another three single Roman gold coin finds does not have a strong impact on the monetary history of the Roman Empire.
However, they are important for the wonderful state of preservation that point out the high level of numismatic art in the Roman Empire, especially for gold coinage. At the same time, the information on their exact findspot and their statute of single coin finds seems to confirm the hypothesis that Carnuntum can provide us with numerous single gold coin finds.
